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Medial temporal lobe structures are responsible for
recording the continuous stream of autobiographical
memories that define our unique personal history.
Remarkably, these areas can construct durable
memories from brief exposures to the constantly
changing activity patterns arriving from antecedent
cortical areas. Using a computer model of the hippo-
campal Schaffer collateral pathway that incorporates
evidence for dendritic spikes in CA1 pyramidal
neurons, we searched for biologically-plausible long-
term potentiation (LTP) and homeostatic depression
(HD) rules that maximize ‘‘online’’ learning capacity.
We found memory utilization is most efficient
when (1) very few synapses are modified to store
each pattern, (2) LTP, the learning operation, is
dendrite-specific and gated by distinct pre- and
postsynaptic thresholds, (3) HD, the forgetting oper-
ation, co-occurs with LTP and targets least-recently
potentiated synapses, and (4) both LTP and HD are
all-or-none, leading de facto to binary-valued
synaptic weights. In networks containing up to 40
million synapses, the learning scheme led to order-
of-magnitude capacity increases compared to con-
ventional plasticity rules.
INTRODUCTION
A remarkable feat of biological design lies in the brain’s ability to
function as a sort of neural ‘‘camcorder,’’ laying down memory
traces of ongoing experience at the speed of life. The brain areas
most closely associated with online learning lie in the medial
temporal lobe (MTL), including the perirhinal cortex, parahippo-
campal gyrus, and hippocampus (Squire et al., 2007). A distin-
guishing feature of online learning is that incoming patterns
must in principle be encoded in a single training presentation.
This denies neurons the opportunity to make multiple up-and-
down adjustments to their synaptic strengths during many
passes over the same information, forcing them instead to
make changes that are abrupt and yet long-lasting.
Several models have been proposed for online learning in
neural circuits (Nadal et al, 1986; Henson and Willshaw, 1995;Sohal and Hasselmo, 2000; Bogacz et al., 2001; Norman and
O’Reilly, 2003; Fusi et al., 2005; Greve et al., 2009). However,
none so far has included the assumption, supported by both
physiological and modeling studies (Mel, 1993; Schiller et al.,
2000; Ariav et al., 2003; Poirazi et al., 2003; Polsky et al., 2004;
Losonczy and Magee, 2006; Losonczy et al., 2008; Spruston,
2008), that the thin basal and apical oblique dendrites of pyra-
midal neurons do not simply funnel their synaptic inputs
passively to the cell body, but instead provide an internal layer
of nonlinear integrative ‘‘subunits’’ that can substantially
increase a cell’s ability to process and store information (Koch
et al., 1983; Mel et al., 1998; Archie and Mel, 2000; Poirazi and
Mel, 2001; Poirazi et al., 2003). One disadvantage of a multilayer
nonlinear model for online learning is that it is more difficult to
analyze mathematically, given that the internal subunits have
modifiable thresholds and common inputs that create statistical
dependencies between them. Nonetheless, it remains possible
through controlled simulation studies to determine which
features of the constituent neurons, dendrites, synapses, and
plasticity rules have the greatest impact on the system’s ability
to rapidly store, and faithfully preserve, learned information.
Taking this approach, we have focused on the problem of recog-
nition memory, that is, the ability to distinguish previously
learned patterns from novel patterns with low false positive
and negative error rates.
RESULTS
Measuring Capacity in the Basic Network
We studied an online learning network whose architecture is
loosely modeled after the Schaffer collateral projection from
hippocampal CA3 neurons onto the apical oblique dendrites of
CA1 pyramidal cells, though our model could be applied to any
similarly structured monosynaptic neural pathway. A single post-
synaptic neuron is shown in Figure 1A, with each of its dendrites
(vertical green ‘‘branches’’) receiving synapses from a small frac-
tion of the incoming axons drawn at random. Dendrites are
assumed to function as separately thresholded subunits (Schiller
et al., 2000; Ariav et al., 2003; Milojkovic et al., 2004; Polsky et al.,
2004; Losonczy and Magee, 2006) giving rise to a functional two-
layer network (Mel, 1992; Mel et al., 1998; Archie and Mel, 2000;
Poirazi et al., 2003). The interconnection matrix between axons
and dendrites is assumed to be random and fixed, and only
the first-layer synaptic weights wij are modifiable. Weights are
randomly initialized to weak (w = 0) or strong (w = 1) valuesNeuron 62, 31–41, April 16, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 31
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(A) The default network consists of 25,600 axons forming 2.56 million synapses onto 400 CA1 pyramidal neurons (one soma is shown). Each neuron has 25 sepa-
rately thresholded dendrites (vertical green bars, corresponding to radial oblique dendrites in the stratum radiatum), each of which receives 256 excitatory
synaptic contacts (gray circles) from a random subset of axons. Input patterns are binary and sparse with 1/64 of the axons active. Noise was added so that
each active axon generated either 0, 1, or 2 spikes, with relative probabilities 0.03, 0.94, 0.03 (low noise condition). A high noise condition was also used
(0.17, 0.66, 0.17) with 5-fold lower capacity but qualitatively similar results. The prethreshold network response R is the total number of subunits firing (sj = 1)
in all neurons; a pattern is ‘‘recognized’’ if R > qR.
(B) As in conventional Hebbian learning, LTP occurs whenever a synapse is activated on strongly activated dendrite j (if xij = 1 and aj > qL then wij/ 1). Synapses
overtly strengthened are indicated by purple stars; an already-strong synapse receiving an LTP signal remains strong. Within each subunit undergoing learning, an
equal number of synapses is depressed (pale blue circles) so that synapses remain evenly divided between weak and strong weight levels. Depressed synapses
are chosen at random from the population of strong synapses on the subunit, including those that were just strengthened. An additional normalization mechanism
operating at the network level limited the number of trained subunits for any given pattern; the value L = 120 was found to be optimal in simulation experiments
using the above parameters. After learning, replay of the same pattern leads to a stronger response that now crosses the subunit firing threshold.with equal probability. Input patterns are sparse binary-valued
vectors X = {x1, . xn} whose components indicate whether
the corresponding axon is firing (xi = 1) or not (xi = 0). In all simu-
lations reported here, patterns were drawn at random with
Prob[xi = 1] = 1/64. Each dendritic subunit j first sums its inputs
linearly, giving a subthreshold activation level
aj =
X
i˛Dj
wijxi
where Dj is the set of inputs connected to the j
th dendrite. Each
training pattern is presented once. When a training pattern
causes a subunit to cross the learning threshold (aj > qL), which
we assume corresponds to the initiation of a local dendritic spike
(Dudman et al., 2007; Remy and Spruston, 2007), all active
synapses on that branch are either strengthened (w/1) or left
strong (Figure 1B). To prevent memory washout, an equal
number of synapses is depressed (w/ 0), chosen at random
from the strong synapses within each branch undergoing plas-32 Neuron 62, 31–41, April 16, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.ticity. A constant 1-to-1 ratio of strong to weak synapses is
thus homeostatically maintained. When subunit activity crosses
an even higher ‘‘firing’’ threshold aj > qF > qL, the local spike
(sj = 1) ‘‘propagates’’ to the soma and causes the parent cell to
fire (y = 1). The overall memory response is the combined output
of all cells r=
P
y, and a pattern is said to be recognized if
r > qR, where qR is the recognition threshold.
Intuitively, the memory works as follows: within each subunit
participating in the storage of a pattern, the group of coactivated
synapses (red circles in Figure 1B) represents a randomly
sampled ‘‘higher-order feature’’ contained in the pattern, written
into the memory by the LTP operation. Each learned pattern is
represented by a collection of such features. It is crucial that
qF > qL so that most novel patterns, on their first exposure to
the memory, cause very few subunits and cells to fire and thus
fail to exceed qR (green area in Figure 2A). When a previously
trained pattern is re-encountered within its storage lifetime,
however, its stored higher-order features are ‘‘read out’’ by firing
Neuron
A Medial Temporal Lobe Online Learning ModelFigure 2. HD-Induced Degradation of Responses to
Trained Patterns (Red Shaded Area) Leads to Gradual
Merging with Untrained Background Distribution (Green)
(A) Patterns ago (x axis) measures time elapsed since training,
counted in patterns. Mean response to trained patterns is indi-
cated by red solid curve which fits with exponential decay func-
tion. Red shaded area denotes 98% confidence interval for trained
patterns of a given age, thus lower boundary delimits the weakest
1% of trained pattern responses. Green area includes lower 99%
of the untrained response distribution; solid green line topping this
region determines the recognition threshold qR for a 1% false-
positive rate. Dashed red line shows rising false negative rate
averaged over all trained pattern up to that age. Capacity was
1100 patterns, defined as point where false negative (FN) rate
also reaches 1% (small red arrow and circle).
(B) Distribution of memory responses drops progressively for last
100, 600, and 1100 trained patterns. Green curve shows response
distribution for untrained patterns. Shaded corners denote 1%
false positives (green) and 1% false negatives (red) which define
the point where capacity is reached.their respective subunits and cells, thereby producing a supra-
threshold (>qR) response (red area close to y axis in Figure 2A).
For simplicity, we assume synapses are not modified during the
recognition phase. A high learning threshold ensures that only
those rare subunits that are already close to representing one
of the pattern’s higher-order features are recruited to participate
in its stored trace. This reduces the number of synaptic changes
needed to store a pattern and thus conserves memory resources.
If qL becomes too high, however, memory responses become too
weak to reliably distinguish trained from untrained responses in
the presence of noise.
A trained pattern’s stored trace weakens over time as homeo-
static depression events erode its internal representation (Lynch
et al., 1977; Nadal et al., 1986; Morris and Willshaw, 1989; Hen-
son and Willshaw, 1995; Fusi et al., 2005). A pattern reaches the
end of its lifetime when it fails to fire enough of its trained
subunits/cells to reach qR. This leads to a working definition of
the capacity C: the number of sequentially trained patterns look-
ing back in time for which the average true recognition rate
remains high (we chose 99%), with few false positive responses
(we chose 1%).
Performance of a network consisting of 25,600 axons forming
2.56 million synapses (100 each) onto the 10,000 dendritic
subunits of 400 neurons (25 each) is shown in Figure 2A. Values
of qL = 6 and qF = 9 were found to optimize capacity as defined
above. To more fairly compare results using different learning
rules, a network-level ‘‘gain control’’ operation limited plasticity
to L subunits drawn at random from those crossing qL for each
presented pattern, where L was optimized for each learning
rule. This allowed more precise control of synaptic resource
consumption per pattern than was possible through adjustments
in the learning threshold alone. With L = 120 in the present case,
pattern storage on average involved the potentiation of just 2
synapses and depression of 2 others per trained dendrite, for
a total of 480 modified synapses—less than 0.02% of all
synapses in the network.
Declining trace strength is plotted as a function of increasing
pattern age, measured as the number of patterns elapsed since
training (Figure 2A). The lower boundary of the red shaded areaindicates the weakest 1% of trained patterns of a given age, while
the upper boundary of the green shaded area indicates the stron-
gest 1% of untrained patterns; this latter value determined qR
(black arrows). Capacity in this case was 1100 patterns (red
arrow), corresponding to a 1% cumulative false-negative (FN)
rate on the rising dashed red curve. The gradually falling/broad-
ening cumulative distributions of trained pattern responses are
shown in Figure 2B for the most recent 100, 600, and 1100
training patterns. The shaded corners denote the 1% false posi-
tive (green) and false negative (red) errors at capacity.
Improved Performance Using Multivalued
Synaptic Weights
In certain neural network models, the ability to assign and stably
maintain finely graded synaptic weight levels increases capacity
by enabling more subtle changes in the shape and/or orientation
of the learned decision surface (Rumelhart et al., 1986; Fusi et al.,
2005), though see also (Schwenker et al., 1996). Multilevel
synapses also increased capacity here, but for an unexpected
reason. LTP remained all-or-none in these experiments, that is,
any active synapse on a trained subunit was fully potentiated.
This ensured relative uniformity of initial trace strength from
pattern to pattern, a reasonable objective for an online memory.
Multiple weight levels instead came into play during homeostatic
depression: rather than depress S synapses fully within a subunit
to offset S potentiations, S*W synapses were each depressed by
a fractional amount 1/W, where W was the number of available
weight levels. This led to steady-state weight histograms as
shown in Figure 3A. As the weight resolution W increased, the
variability of aj for untrained patterns dropped steadily from
a STDEV of 1.5 for binary weights (W = 2) to a STDEV of 1.2 for
W = 32 (Figure 3B). This lightening of the upper tail of the aj distri-
bution, when mapped through the subunit’s thresholding nonlin-
earity, reduced both the mean and the variance of subunit
responses to untrained patterns (Figure 3B). This meant qR could
be substantially lowered while maintaining the desired 1% false
positive criterion. In turn, fewer subunits had to be trained (note
the lower y-intercepts in Figure 3C), reducing per-pattern
resource consumption and extending memory lifetimes. WithNeuron 62, 31–41, April 16, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 33
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(A) Steady-state weight distributions when synapses had 2, 8, and 32 levels, using random HD.
(B) Higher-resolution weights reduced the variance of the subunit activation level aj for untrained patterns, leading to fewer accidental threshold crossings and
overall weaker untrained responses. Progressively lowered mean responses are indicated by asterisks; correspondingly lowered qR values for 1% FP rate are
indicated by arrows.
(C) Reduction in qR as weight resolution increases allows weaker storage traces to be used (note reduced initial trace strength on y axis). Reduced resource
consumption increased survival times for stored patterns. Error rates (dashed curves) are correspondingly reduced; arrows again indicate cumulative 1% FN
rate. Capacity increased 3-fold as weight resolution increased from 2 to 32 levels.
(D) Capacity as a function of number of weight levels, with parameters qL, qF, and L (see Figure 1B legend) optimized for each case. Capacity increased with W
for random normalization (orange dotted curve) and decreased when age-ordered depression was used (blue curve). Maximum capacity over all cases was found
for binary weights using AOD.
(E) In comparison to rapid decline in trained pattern responses using random depression (orange dotted curve), memory traces remained nearly constant for
an extended period when weights were binary and protected by AOD (blue curve). Similarly, FN error rates remained below 1% far longer (compare blue and
orange arrows). Increasing weight resolution to 3 bits (green curves) and 5 bits (red curves) progressively reduced the benefit of AOD, and hence capacity.34 Neuron 62, 31–41, April 16, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
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capacity more than tripled compared to binary weights
(Figure 3C, red versus blue arrows; see also orange dotted curve
in Figure 3D). Multilevel weights would not always be beneficial,
however, as shown below.
Age-Ordered Depression Protects Recently
Stored Information
A major problem for an online memory with a high firing threshold
qF is that the loss of a small fraction of the synapses involved in
storing a pattern, caused by random depression events, can
drive the pattern’s evoked response below the recognition
threshold even though most of its synaptic resources remain
occupied. For example, using binary weights (Figure 2), we
found that at steady state only 22% of all strong synapses
were involved in the representation of any of the last 1100
patterns; the remainder represented older patterns or vestiges
thereof. An alternative to random depression is to target those
synapses that were least recently potentiated or refreshed.
This strategy, originally proposed in the context of a single-layer
network (Henson and Willshaw, 1995), preferentially reclaims
synaptic resources dedicated to the oldest patterns while pro-
tecting recently stored information—the de facto goal of an on-
line memory. In simulations using ‘‘age-ordered depression’’
(AOD), memory traces remained stable far longer, consistent
with the observations of Henson and Willshaw (1995) (compare
orange dotted and blue solid curves in Figure 3E). The capacity
boost was substantial: for binary-valued weights, AOD led to
a more than 5-fold boost in capacity up to 5800 patterns (Figures
3D and 3E).
Age-Ordered Depression Leads to a Preference
for Binary Weights
Surprisingly, however, we found that multivalued weights were
detrimental to capacity with AOD (Figure 3D), since the
spreading of small weight decrements over a larger population
of synapses meant that attrition of stored traces began earlier
than necessary (compare blue and red curves in Figure 3E).
For example, with W = 32 and a corresponding weight decre-
ment Dw = 1/32, the need to depress 2 units of weight within
a dendrite undergoing plasticity changes—to balance 2 units
of potentiation—requires that the 64 least-recently potentiated
synapses each be slightly weakened. In a branch with 256
synapses, this means that half of the strong weights, and an
even larger fraction of stored higher-order features, are
degraded during every learning event in that branch. In contrast,
with two-level weights and full depression (Dw = 1), only two
strong synapses are adversely affected during a learning event,
leaving the majority of stored higher-order features intact. This
concentrated depression strategy allows a pattern’s stored traceto ride just above the recognition threshold for the longest
possible time after which all of its synaptic resources are released
quasisynchronously.
Beyond their failure to improve performance, we found that
multivalued weights were fundamentally incompatible with
AOD: when old weights are systematically targeted, nearly the
same population of synapses is depressed from one learning
event to the next as their weights are decremented to 0 in W-1
steps. To the extent that the ‘‘depression transient’’ is short
compared to the time a weight spends in the fully strengthened
or fully weakened state, synaptic weights subject to AOD revert
to essentially binary-valued quantities regardless of the value of
W (Figure 3F). Thus, while the capacity-boosting effects of AOD
have been previously documented (Henson and Willshaw, 1995),
our results point to a surprising additional benefit of age-ordered
depression in a two-layer network: storage capacity is maxi-
mized when synapses alternate between just two long-term
stable states (weak and strong). Interestingly, the hypothesis
that Schaffer collateral synapses have only two long-term stable
weight levels has received some experimental support (Petersen
et al., 1998; Ganeshina et al., 2004; O’Connor et al., 2005;
Nicholson et al., 2006).
Capacity Degrades Gradually with Increasing
‘‘Age Noise’’
To test whether the capacity-boosting effects of AOD depend on
precise age information, we first examined the distribution of
synapse life spans (in the strong state) for the runs shown in
Figure 3E with binary weights (W = 2). Unlike the exponential
life span distribution that results from random depression
(Figure 3G, orange dotted curve), the distribution for AOD was
peaked well away from the origin (Figure 3G, blue curve). The
peak life span corresponds roughly to the storage capacity,
which was 5800 patterns in this case. We conducted additional
simulation experiments in which Gaussian ‘‘age noise’’ was
added to the protection tags assigned to synapses whenever
they were potentiated or refreshed, leading to a detrimental
spread in the distribution of ages at which synapses were re-
claimed by AOD. A simpler depression rule was used in these
experiments, not requiring that synapses be explicitly sorted
by age. Instead, synapses were released into a depressible
pool upon expiration of their protection tags, and subjected to
random depression thereafter. Capacity was affected, but not
severely, even when age noise was a substantial fraction of the
optimal life span (see blue histogram in Figure 3H).
Increasing Storage Efficiency through a Dual
Learning Threshold
Next, we found that relying solely on the Hebbian criterion of
strong postsynaptic depolarization (aj > qL) to decide whether(F) Distributions of weight levels were quasi-binary when AOD was used, that is, heavily biased toward their weakest and strongest values.
(G) Histograms of time spent in strong state after a synapse is potentiated (or refreshed). Random normalization leads to exponential decay in life span probability
(orange dotted curve). Life span under AOD shows initial protection period and peaks around capacity. Longer life spans include cases where synapses are re-
freshed with training of new patterns.
(H) Capacity falls off with increasing age noise. Given slightly simpler depression scheme used (see text), 100% capacity level with zero noise (red circle) is slightly
lower than in (E) (5400 versus 5800 patterns). Inset shows protection times (in learning events) assigned at tag formation for zero noise case (red spike), and for
a case with 40% age noise (blue data) centered on the optimal value of 22. Noisy case shown led to a 50% drop in capacity (blue circle).Neuron 62, 31–41, April 16, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 35
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(A) Synaptic resources are wasted when synapses are modified (strengthened or refreshed), but the cohort of participating axons is too small to fire the subunit
even with fully potentiated synapses. Problem is mitigated if LTP is gated by an additional threshold qL-pre that places a lower limit on the number of participating
presynaptic axons in order for plasticity to occur.
(B) In simulations using dual-threshold LTP now with L = 15, capacity nearly doubled (from 5,800 to 11,200 patterns. Thirty-six percent of strong synapses now
contributed to representation of patterns within the 11,200 pattern horizon (compared to 22% for the single-threshold learning rule). Circle indicates estimate of
end of protection period given by T = N/(2LqL-pre).an active synapse gets potentiated leads to a substantial waste
of synaptic resources. If qL is crossed by an unusually small
cohort of presynaptic axons, because they activate an unusually
high proportion of already-strong synapses, it can occur that
even when all of the participating synapses are potentiated,
the cohort remains too small to drive the subunit past its opti-
mized firing threshold qF (Figure 4A). When this occurs, synaptic
resources are expended but cannot later be read out. The waste
is not limited to synapses that are overtly strengthened: an
already-strong synapse that is merely refreshed by the LTP
signal will have its return to the depressible pool uselessly de-
layed. To address this, we included a second learning threshold
qL-pre that places a lower limit on the number of presynaptic
axons that must drive subunit j for learning to occur:
X
i˛Dj
xij > qL-pre:
Remarkably, when we required that both thresholds be
crossed for LTP to occur within a branch, storage capacity nearly
doubled again to 11,200 patterns (Figure 4B). This suggests that
a biophysical mechanism capable of ensuring both a strong pre-
and postsynaptic participation in order for plasticity to occur
within a dendrite would lead to a substantial increase in storage
capacity (see section ‘‘Why LTP Should Be Subject to Two
Thresholds’’ for a discussion of the possible roles of AMPA- and
NMDA-channels in the mediation of this dual-threshold effect).36 Neuron 62, 31–41, April 16, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.Scaling of Storage Capacity with Increasing
Network Size
Finally, we considered the network’s scaling behavior. Given the
very low overlap between stored patterns (we found each strong
synapse participated in the storage of only 2.5 patterns on
average within the 11,200 pattern capacity horizon), we ex-
pected storage capacity to scale roughly linearly with increasing
network size. When optimized for each size, thresholds
increased to maintain a roughly constant number of synapses
modified per stored pattern. We ran six additional network sizes
from 13 to 643 (our default network was 43), where the largest
network contained N = 40 M synapses and had a capacity of
114,000 patterns. We plotted capacity as a function of N and
found power law scaling with exponents of 0.82 and 0.86,
respectively, for the worst and best plasticity rules discussed
above (Figure 5). Given the slightly different exponents, the factor
of improvement seen with the augmented LTP/HD rules grew
slightly over the range of network sizes tested, reaching a factor
of 12 improvement at the largest size. The largest network we
simulated contained 6400 neurons, corresponding to 1%–2%
of the pyramidal neurons in rat CA1 (Boss et al., 1987).
DISCUSSION
We have studied an online learning scenario in which each
pattern is stored in a single trial by rapidly imprinting a random
Neuron
A Medial Temporal Lobe Online Learning ModelFigure 5. Capacity Scaling with Network Size
Capacity is shown in log-log plot as network size increased from 640,000 to
41 million synapses by factors of 2. Size was increased by adding more
neurons. Capacity growth was slightly sublinear with powers 0.82 and 0.86
for worst and best learning rules tested (corresponding to Figures 2 and 4,
respectively). Learning thresholds were increased with network size to maintain
roughly constant numbers of subunits/synapses modified per training pattern.sampling of its higher-order features onto a few strongly acti-
vated dendrites. LTP is the learning operation that causes new
features to be written into the memory in a branch-specific
way, while synaptic depression is responsible for erasing old
features (thereby achieving synaptic weight homeostasis). Both
LTP and HD are all-or-none operations, meaning that synaptic
weights alternate between two long-term-stable states (weak
and strong) (Petersen et al., 1998; Ganeshina et al., 2004; O’Con-
nor et al., 2005). It is interesting to note that though they play
opposite roles in our model (learning versus forgetting), synaptic
potentiation and depression operations occur in the same
dendrites at the same time in response to the same local signals
(Lynch et al., 1977; Morris and Willshaw, 1989). The coordinated
activation of long-term potentiation and depression processes at
different synapses within the same dendrites within the same
time window is consistent with reports of subcellular localization
of synaptic plasticity (Magee and Johnston, 1997; Sajikumar and
Frey, 2004; Froemke et al., 2005; Gordon et al., 2006; Govindar-
ajan et al., 2006; Harvey and Svoboda, 2007; Losonczy et al.,
2008; see also Poirazi and Mel, 2001) and with evidence that
the mechanisms involved in strengthening and weakening
synapses share common molecular features, as in the intriguing
phenomenon of synaptic ‘‘cross-capture’’ (Sajikumar and Frey,
2004; Govindarajan et al., 2006).
Where Recognition Neurons Are Found, Expect
Extremely Sparse Changes
Learning in the model occurs only in dendrites where a local
spike (Gordon et al., 2006; Remy and Spruston, 2007) is trig-
gered by an unusually strong synaptic input (Schiller et al.,
2000; Poirazi et al., 2003; Polsky et al., 2004; Losonczy and
Magee, 2006; Major et al., 2008). When dendritic thresholds
are set high, which we found boosts storage capacity, the phys-
ical changes in the network needed to encode a new pattern for
later recognition are extremely sparse. In our largest networkscontaining 6400 neurons and 40 million synapses, the learning
of a pattern involves the participation of fewer than 1% of the
neurons, an even smaller fraction of dendrites (less than
0.02%), and a minute fraction of the synapses in the network—
only a few per participating dendrite and less than 0.001% over-
all. These values should not be viewed as literal predictions,
however, since they would drop to even lower values for larger
networks, and/or would climb to higher values if noise levels
were increased. Nevertheless, the preference in our model for
storage through all-or-none changes in a minute fraction of
binary-valued synapses, rather than distributing graded synaptic
weight changes across a large population of multivalued
synapses, points to a key synergy in our model between sparse
binary storage and age-ordered synapse recycling (see section
below on ‘‘Recognition Memory, Sparse Plasticity, and Age-
Ordered Depression’’).
One consequence of the extremely sparse utilization of
neuronal hardware in the storage of individual patterns is that it
could be difficult to find pure recognition neurons in vivo using
classical electrophysiological methods. In particular, only a small
fraction of recognition/familiarity neurons would participate in
the learning of any given pattern, or equivalently, any given
recognition neuron would participate in the learning of only
a small fraction of patterns. Even on the rare occasion that a
recorded neuron actually participates in the learning of a pattern,
it would not be expected to fire on the initial presentation of the
pattern, but only on a subsequent presentation after LTP expres-
sion has occurred (Frank et al., 2004). For this reason, neurons
optimized for old-new recognition performance, perhaps
concentrated in the perirhinal cortex (Barker et al., 2007), could
easily be misclassified as ‘‘unresponsive’’ when initially probed
with large numbers of novel stimuli (Xiang and Brown, 1998). It
is important to note, however, that our prediction of sparse plas-
ticity applies only to pure recognition neurons, and would not
necessarily hold for neurons involved in other types of memory
tasks or combinations thereof. For example, neurons in the
human hippocampus and amygdala that fire ‘‘densely’’ upon re-
activation of stored memory traces do not carry a pure recogni-
tion signal but represent both the familiarity of a stored item as
well as its recalled spatial context (Rutishauser, Schumann,
and Marmelak, 2008). It is quite possible that the spatial context
of a remembered item, which generally includes a multitude of
objects distributed throughout extrapersonal space, is repre-
sented by a much denser neural code than is needed to support
pure old-new pattern discrimination.
The use of in vivo imaging methods, though technically diffi-
cult, would seem the ideal approach to studying recognition
memory at the neurophysiological level, since this would allow
simultaneous recordings from large numbers of neurons (Ohki
et al., 2005; Greenberg et al., 2008) and possibly even from the
dendrites themselves (Harvey and Svoboda, 2007). This would
allow rare learning events in dendritic branches, and perhaps
even individual synaptic changes, to be more easily detected.
Can a Single Dendrite Fire a Neuron?
One side effect of a high dendritic learning (i.e., local spike)
threshold is that rarely will more than one dendrite be activated
per neuron participating in the learning process. This meansNeuron 62, 31–41, April 16, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 37
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higher-order features, should be capable of driving output spikes
in its parent neuron. There is some evidence that this is possible
in CA1 pyramidal cells (Ariav et al., 2003; Losonczy et al., 2008).
To investigate this issue further, we ran an additional simulation
in a 43 network with the constraint that cells could only learn or
fire when two or more of their dendrites crossed the (learning or
firing) threshold in response to a pattern. To allow learning and
readout to occur, both dendritic learning and firing thresholds
had to be so lowered, leading to such an increase in untrained
background responses, that storage capacity was reduced 4-
fold. This result, coupled with the experimental findings cited
above, leads to the prediction that pyramidal cells in MTL recog-
nition memory structures are drivable in vivo by a single strongly
activated dendritic branch.
Why LTP Should Be Subject to Two Thresholds
The standard notion underlying Hebbian LTP induction is that
a synaptic weight should increase when the synapse is presyn-
aptically activated on a strongly activated postsynaptic cell (Bliss
and Lomo, 1973). The term ‘‘strongly activated’’ typically refers
to the peak postsynaptic potential, which must be large enough
to relieve NMDA channels of their Mg2+ block, allowing them to
conduct the calcium current needed for LTP induction. In our
model, the threshold qL determines whether a dendrite is suffi-
ciently ‘‘strongly activated’’ in the peak EPSP sense. It is in effect
a measure of the total synaptic weight
P
wi being presynaptically
driven on a branch, regardless of the number of participating
axons.
We pointed out that there is a second sense in which a dendrite
can be strongly activated, measured in terms of the number of
axons driving the dendrite, regardless of their postsynaptic
weights. In our model, this quantity is measured by qL–pre We
showed that when LTP is gated by both thresholds, ensuring
that a branch is strongly activated in both senses, a significant
savings in synaptic resources is achieved, leading to a significant
increase in storage capacity.
The effects of the two thresholds may be understood as
follows: a high value of qL ensures that a higher-order feature
to be encoded in a branch is almost encoded there already,
that is, most of its participating axons already have strong
weights so that as few additional weights as possible (if any)
need to be strengthened to encode the new feature. Raising
the threshold is thus a means of encouraging the sharing of
synaptic resources among patterns containing similar higher-
order features. A high value of qL–pre, in turn, ensures that
synaptic resources are only invested in the encoding of higher-
order features when the features are high-enough of order to
be successfully read out when subsequently reactivated. qL–pre
must therefore be at least as high as qF.
What biophysical mechanism(s) might make LTP dependent
on both a strong presynaptic showing, governed by qL–pre in
our model, and a strong postsynaptic showing, as governed by
qL? We conjecture that the peculiar asymmetry in CA1 between
NMDA conductances, which are relatively uniform across the
synaptic population (Takumi et al., 1999; Nusser, 2000; Nichol-
son et al., 2006) versus the more variable AMPA conductances
that increase and decrease in response to learning signals (Isaac38 Neuron 62, 31–41, April 16, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.et al., 1995; Malinow and Malenka, 2002; though see Watt et al.,
2004; Lisman and Raghavachari, 2006), could support a dual
pre- and postsynaptic learning threshold. In particular, if
a threshold level of calcium influx through NMDA channels is
the key requirement for LTP induction (Malenka and Nicoll,
1999), a strong NMDAR-dependent calcium influx in an activated
dendrite should require both that (1) a sufficient number of NMDA
channels are activated by glutamate, which depends on having
a sufficient number of presynaptic axons driving that branch
(qL-pre); and (2) a sufficient total postsynaptic AMPA conduc-
tance is activated by those firing axons (qL), which depends on
their synapses being mostly already AMPA-strong. Whether or
not LTP is proven in future experimental studies to depend on
both pre- and postsynaptic thresholds in this particular way,
the very different biophysical properties of NMDA and AMPA
channels, and their different distributions across the synaptic
population, call into question the conventional concept of
a scalar ‘‘synaptic weight’’ at each synapse, and could lead to
more complex and varied plasticity rules than are contemplated
by current learning models (see also Liaw and Berger, 1996;
Chover et al., 2001).
Representational Style: A Table of Binary Higher-Order
Features (and the Adequacy of Binary Weights)
To understand why binary-valued weights outperformed multi-
valued weights in our simulations, it is useful to consider the
way patterns are represented in the two-layer architecture we
have studied and to keep in mind the special nature of the old-
new memory problem.
Any binary-valued pattern can be represented by a set of
higher-order features. Let m be the number of active axons con-
tained in a pattern P. Any subset of k of those active axons can
be called a kth-order feature of P, and there are

m
k

such
features in a pattern (1019 for the parameters used in our simula-
tions). A single dendrite in our model with a firing threshold qF = k
can be viewed as a ‘‘table’’ of kth-order features (or higher),
where a particular feature F is said to be ‘‘contained’’ in the table
if (1) all k of its axons make contact with the dendrite, and (2) all of
its associated synapses are already strong. For k = 10, assuming
feature F has appropriate connectivity to the dendrite (condi-
tion 1), and 50% of all synapses are strong, the prior probability
that condition 2 is satisfied for F is 1/210 z1/1000. The act of
adding F to the dendrite’s table, assuming condition 1 is met,
is to strengthen any of its k synapses that are not already strong.
The network as a whole can be viewed as a super-table
combining all of the dendrite subtables, and a pattern as a whole
is represented—for purposes of old-new recognition—solely by
the number R of its features F1,. Fr that are stored in all of the
dendrite subtables. Note that even a never-before-seen pattern
will have some of its features accidentally stored in the super-
table (see green distribution in Figure 2B). The act of learning
a pattern is simply to load an additional set of its features into
the table so that its trace strength R is unambiguously higher
than the random background distribution, where the cutoff for
recognition is qR.
Since the representation of a pattern depends only on whether
its features are stored or not, once a feature F is initially stored in
a dendritic subtable by insuring that all of its weights have the
Neuron
A Medial Temporal Lobe Online Learning Modelvalue 1, no representational purpose is served by later increasing
some or all of its weights (if this were biophysically possible); the
feature is still stored, but at a greater expense of synaptic
resources. Even when a particular synapse participates in the
storage of multiple higher-order features (recall that each
synapse in our 43 network was used in the storage of 2.5
features on average), recognition of any of those features is not
improved by increasing the synapse’s weight to a value greater
than 1. The actual effect of increasing a single synaptic weight
relative to others (e.g., from 1 to 2) would be to expand the
dendrite’s feature table to include a large number of features of
order k-1 that include that heavier-weighted input. This type of
bulk expansion of a subunit’s ‘‘receptive field’’ to include a large,
structured collection of lower-order features will rarely be useful
in distinguishing randomly drawn training patterns from the
random background.
Thus, in a memory where the patterns to be stored are binary-
valued, of uniform activation density, and statistically indepen-
dent, and memory readout is strictly a count of each pattern’s
stored higher-order features, binary-valued synaptic weights
are probably sufficient. This provides a possible explanation
for the observations in hippocampus that synaptic weights alter-
nate between two long-term-stable states (Petersen et al., 1998;
Ganeshina et al., 2004; O’Connor et al., 2005; Nicholson et al.,
2006).
Recognition Memory, Sparse Plasticity,
and Age-Ordered Depression
The goal of an online recognition memory as defined here is to
retain the longest possible sequence of patterns stretching
from the present into the past while maintaining acceptably low
recognition error rates. The binary nature of the old-new classifi-
cation problem means that any excess trace strength devoted to
patterns within the capacity horizon C does not increase
capacity, nor does the abrupt release of storage resources for
patterns beyond C decrease capacity. To maximize C, therefore,
the best use of synaptic resources involves maintaining uniform,
just-suprathreshold (>qR) traces for all trained patterns regard-
less of their age up to C, after which all resources devoted to
‘‘expired’’ patterns should be turned over for reuse. This idealized
scenario can be approached in practice by limiting homeostatic
depression to synapses ‘‘older’’ than C—affording younger
patterns with near-absolute protection and explaining the near-
constant memory trace strength in Figure 3E and 4B. The protec-
tion period T, closely related to the capacity, can be estimated by
dividing the total number of strong synapses in the network (N/2)
by a lower bound on the number of synapses used (i.e., strength-
ened or refreshed) per stored pattern:
CzT =
N
2LqLpre
The value of T is indicated by a circle in Figure 4, demarcating the
onset of the memory’s rapid decay phase.
Importantly the key requirement for limiting destructive
changes to patterns older than C is that some synapses must
be older than C, that is, some synapses cannot have been
used—either potentiated or refreshed—for at least the past Ctraining patterns. This establishes a connection between age-
ordered depression and sparse plasticity in an online memory
optimized for long storage times: only when a small fraction of
synapses are modified in the storage of each pattern can
synapses reach old age. And only when synapses can reach
old age can the memory traces associated with old patterns be
selectively targeted by AOD.
For clarity, it is important to dissociate sparse plasticity, which
refers to the small fraction of synapses altered in the storage of
each pattern, from sparse coding, which refers to the small frac-
tion of axons firing in each input pattern. A major advantage of
a two-layer architecture is that plasticity can be made sparse
regardless of the input coding density. This can be achieved
by increasing learning threshold(s) until plasticity is limited to
only a small fraction of the available subunits, and hence
synapses. The absolute number of synapses devoted to each
stored pattern, which determines the stored trace strength,
can be independently controlled by varying the number of
subunits contained within the network.
Implementing Age-Ordered Depression
Age-ordered depression with binary weights relieves the biolog-
ical machinery from the need to bidirectionally adjust finely-
graded weight values (Rumelhart et al., 1986) or ‘‘cascade’’
states (Fusi et al., 2005) and maintain them stably over months
or years. These needs are replaced by the requirements that
(1) an all-or-none change at a synapse established during LTP
remains functionally intact despite a covert aging process that
‘‘counts time’’ in terms of dendrite-specific learning events,
and (2) homeostatic depression acts preferentially on the oldest
synapses, that is, synapses whose age counters have reached
their limits. The ubiquitin-proteasome system (Colledge et al.,
2003; Schwartz, 2003; Ding and Shen, 2008; Tai and Schuman,
2008) could provide a mechanism for age-dependent synaptic
protection/elimination. In a simplified view of ubiquitin-depen-
dent protein degradation, activated enzymes sequentially elon-
gate polyubiquitin chains on targeted proteins, when the chains
reach a critical length the targeted proteins are recognized by the
proteasome and degraded. The length of the polyubiquitin chain
could thus act as an event counter, allowing the oldest synaptic
proteins to be specifically targeted for breakdown. Consistent
with such a mechanism, a number of synaptic proteins involved
in plasticity are known to be ubiquitin regulated (Colledge et al.,
2003; Ding and Shen, 2008; Tai and Schuman, 2008), including
postsynaptic proteins involved in homeostatic depression
(Ehlers, 2003; Zhao et al., 2003).
Conclusions
Further experiments in vitro and in vivo will be needed to test
whether the above constellation of architectural assumptions
(two-layer network, random connectivity, binary-valued
patterns), dendritic properties (separate plasticity and firing
thresholds, branch-specific bidirectional plasticity, single
branch able to fire the soma), and synaptic plasticity rules (dual
threshold LTP, age-ordered homeostatic depression, sparse
plasticity) provide a good model of one-shot learning in MTL
recognition/familiarity neurons. A major additional challenge
will be to understand how a simple online recognition memoryNeuron 62, 31–41, April 16, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 39
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A Medial Temporal Lobe Online Learning Modelof the kind we have studied here in isolation, consisting of a single
axonal pathway projecting to a homogeneous population of
dendrites fed by random patterns, fits into a larger system that
involves (1) multiple areas with feedback loops within and
between areas (Burwell et al., 1995; Redish and Touretzky,
1998; Squire et al., 2004; Burgess, 2007); (2) gradients of inter-
connection strengths (Amaral and Witter, 1989) and responses
properties (Brun et al., 2008; Giocomo and Hasselmo, 2008);
(3) multiple input pathways per neuron (Jarsky et al., 2005); (4)
ion channel gradients within neurons that alter synaptic integra-
tion as a function of distance from the soma (Hoffman et al.,
1997; Magee, 1998); (5) the action of various neuromodulators
(Lisman and Spruston, 2005; Hasselmo, 2006); (6) multiple
network rhythms depending on behavioral state (Huerta and Lis-
man, 1993; Buzsaki and Draguhn, 2004); (7) input patterns that
contain spatiotemporal correlations; (8) input patterns that vary
in importance and emotional valence; and (9) intricate rules of
consolidation, reconsolidation, extinction, etc. (Tronson and
Taylor, 2007). A continuing dialog between modeling and exper-
imental efforts will be essential for resolving these many inter-
esting questions.
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